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1.0: Introduction 

Benefits of Access 
Management: 
Safety: access management can 
result in a 25% - 50% reduction 
in access-related crashes 
(Transportation Research 
Board) 
Capacity: improves traffic flow 
Walking/Biking/Transit: 
reduces pedestrian/vehicle 
conflicts 
Aesthetics: reduces visual 
clutter & increases landscaped 
areas 
Business Vitality: improves 
access to business; enhance 
corridor as a business 
destination 
Preserve Investment: more cost 
effective than widening a road 

In FY 2008, Central Massachusetts Regional Planning 

Commission (CMRPC) staff began to develop access 

management and land use planning strategies that would 

assist communities in managing land adjacent to roadways in 

order to provide for safe and efficient internal and external 

access for motorists, transit users, bicycle riders, and 

pedestrians.  

Access Management Strategies can be useful components of 

transportation plans, often providing multiple benefits to 

communities that choose to include the strategies in their 

plan of development.  These strategies can be used to 

improve the overall safety, capacity, and appearance of a 

corridor. The Massachusetts Department of Transportation 

(MassDOT) states that the object of Access Management is to 

ensure roadway safety and efficient operations while 

providing reasonable access to the adjacent land uses. Access 

Management can also improve the environment for 

pedestrians, bicycles, and motor vehicles in all settings and on 

all roadway types by reducing and consolidating driveway 

conflict points. Additionally, access management techniques 

can be used to foster economic development or 

redevelopment in an area. 

To demonstrate the use of  access management techniques, 

CMRPC staff selected locations within the region to which the 

strategies could be applied. The selection of locations was 

based on Central Massachusetts Metropolitan Planning 

Organization (CMMPO) identified “vital links”, which are 

considered critical corridors for moving people and goods. 

Staff identified Route 140 in Boylston as an example of an 

under-utilized corridor with developable land identified by the 

town as a future growth area.  
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1.1 Program 
Description 

What is Access Management? 
- Access Management is the 

systematic control of the 
location, spacing, design, 
and operation of driveways, 
median openings, 
interchanges, and street 
connections to a roadway. – 
Access Management 
Manual (2003) 
 

Access management can also 
improve the environment for 
pedestrians, bicycles, and 
motor vehicles in all settings 
and on all roadway types by 
reducing and consolidating 
driveway conflict points. 
 
* In Massachusetts, the vast 
majority of  access 
management activities 
involve retrofits of existing 
facilities. 

According to the Access Management Manual, failure to 

manage access is associated with the following adverse social, 

economic, and environmental impacts: 

 Increased numbers of vehicle crashes; 

 More collisions involving pedestrians and cyclists; 

 Accelerated reduction in roadway efficiency; 

 Unsightly commercial strip development; 

 Degradation of scenic landscapes; 

 More cut-through traffic in residential areas, because 

arterials are overburdened; 

 Homes and businesses adversely affected by the 

widening of roads; and 

 Increased commuting time, fuel consumption, and 

emissions 

The intent of the Route 140 Boylston access management 

plan is to evaluate the ability of transportation system users 

to safely access the existing or proposed land uses from the 

roadway and/or from adjacent parcels. Staff evaluated 

internal site design standards currently in place and their 

ability to provide for efficient vehicle, transit, bicycle, and 

pedestrian movement. Multimodal planning guidelines and 

recommended standards were developed to help ensure that 

communities and other regulating authorities consider both 

internal and external vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian 

access in the planning, design, permitting and project 

approval stages.  
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1.2: Route 140 Study 
Area 

* Limit the Number of 
Conflict Points:  
limiting the number and type 
of conflicts  
between vehicles, vehicles 
and pedestrians, and vehicles 
and bicyclists will reduce the 
likelihood that drivers will 
make mistakes and have 
collisions. 
 
 

Boylston exists as a bedroom community to larger towns and 

cities that surround it. There is very little in the way of non-

residential development throughout the town, and this trend 

is reflected along the study corridor. Route 140 is a southeast-

northwest state highway which passes through southeastern 

and central Massachusetts. This Access Management Plan will 

focus on the approximately 1.7 mile portion of Route 140 

(Shrewsbury Street) in Boylston that runs from just north of 

the Interstate 290 ramps to Route 70 (Main Street). Route 

140 is a two-lane highway with a variable width shoulder and 

a dedicated left-turn lane near the gas station located 

northwest of the I-290 ramps. 

There are six intersections located between the Interstate 290 

ramps and the signal location at Main Street. They are, from 

south to north: Colonial Drive,  School Street, South Temple 

Street, Mary Ann Drive, and Seawall Street North & South. 

 

The Route 140 study area has multiple zoning designations 

that encourage business development, including: Flexible 

Business Development (FBD), Route 140 Business (RB), 

Neighborhood Business (NB), Mixed Use Industrial (MUI), and 

a Residential Office overlay for land that is zoned residential. 

(Town of Boylston, Zoning Map) Figure 1, located on the 

following page, provides an overview of the study area. 
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2.0: Corridor 
Characteristics 

By managing roadway access, 
government agencies can 
extend the life of roads and 
highways, increase public safety, 
reduce traffic congestion, and 
improve the appearance and 
quality of the built 
environment. Not only does 
access management preserve 
the transportation functions of 
roadways, it also helps preserve 
long-term property values and 
the economic viability of 
abutting development. From an 
environmental perspective, 
improved traffic flow translates 
into greater fuel efficiency and 
reduced vehicular emissions. 
Consolidating access roads is 
also less damaging to rural 
landscapes or environmentally 
sensitive areas than numerous 
individual private drives. – 
Access Management Manual 
 

Route 140 in Boylston provides access to and from Interstate 

290. Figure 2, shown on the following page, provides an 

overview of the parcel types along the study area. The majority 

of the corridor contains residential and industrial uses, with a 

small number of commercial parcels. Additionally, there are a 

number of government-related and vacant parcels along the 

roadway. Route 140 contains large tracts of undeveloped land 

that are heavily forested.1 As stated in the Route 140 Corridor 

Plan (2010) complied by Fay, Spofford & Thorndike, Inc and the 

Community Opportunities Group, Inc., the town has shown a 

desire to attract business growth along Route 140. This desire is 

further reflected in the Comprehensive Plan (2000) and the 

Boylston Community Development Plan (2004). The 

Comprehensive Plan asseses the Route 140 corridor as a piece 

of an economic development strategy, integrating existing 

conditions analysis and public input to create a land use concept 

for the corridor. The Route 140 Corridor Plan states that future 

development of vacant land, as well as the potential for 

redevelopment of existing space, could have a significant impact 

on traffic operations and traffic control on Route 140. 

The corridor is characterized by low-density uses that have 

variable setbacks from the road, lacking an overall uniformity. 

The majority of development has taken place along the western 

side of Route 140, only a handful of small lots have been 

developed along the eastern side of the road. The western edge 

of the corridor contains a mix of commercial and industrial 

development, while the eastern edge is more residential in 

nature, with a number of commercial parcels toward the 

northern end. Parcels located at the intersection of Route 140 

and Route 70 present development constraints, particularly the 

parcel containing a pond at the southeast corner of the 

intersection.  
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2.1 Driveway 
Management 

Access Management techniques 
stress the importance of providing 
an adequate transition between 
the abutting road and parking 
area, insufficient throat length can 
result in conflicts at a site 
entrance. Inadequate corner 
clearance causes delay and safety 
hazards. 
 
Separation of conflict areas is 
recognized as an effective way to 
improve pedestrian, bicycle, and 
vehicle safety. Extensive safety 
studies have confirmed that crash 
rates increase as the spacing of un-
signalized access points decrease. 
This is especially true for 
commercial entrances and exits. 
Vehicles entering or leaving the 
road at driveway locations 
generally operate at slower speeds 
than the prevailing traffic, which 
increases crash potential and 
slows roadway travel. 
 
 
With a posted speed limit of  35 to 
45 miles per hour, the desirable 
minimum driveway spacing will be 
approximately 150 to 230 feet, 
allowing for only 23 to 35 
driveways per mile. 

Driveways are points of access from public streets to private 

property and are not intersections. Safety studies have 

confirmed that crash rates increase as the spacing of access 

points decreases. This is especially true for commercial 

entrances and exits. Vehicles entering or exiting the road at 

driveway locations generally operate at slower speeds than that 

of the prevailing traffic, which increases crash potential and 

slows roadway travel. Managing driveway spacing often 

enhances operations and safety for the entire corridor. 

According to the 2006 Mass Highway Design Guide, driveways 

are intended for low-speed vehicle operation, and therefore 

should have corner radii reflecting low speeds. Where higher 

speeds are required, due to the nature of the public street or 

due to traffic volumes on the driveway (as in a commercial 

parcel), design guidelines for intersecting streets are applicable.  

As indicated in Figure 3 on the following page, there are a total 

of thirty-eight (38) access points along the approximately 1.7 

mile study area, twenty six of which are on the eastbound side 

of the corridor, while the remaining twelve are on the 

westbound side. Taking into account the fifty-nine (59) parcels 

along the corridor, there is an average density of 22 driveways 

per mile. Driveway density standards have not been established 

in Massachusetts, however, other states have created standards 

for urban and suburban arterials with a posted speed limit of  

35 to 45 miles per hour, the desirable minimum driveway 

spacing will be approximately 150 to 230 feet, allowing for only 

23 to 35 driveways per mile. When this range of spacing is not 

achieved, higher rates of traffic accidents will occur.2  The Route 

140 corridor is sparsely developed at present, without access 

management, it has the potential to become hazardous from a 

safety standpoint. 
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3.0 Transportation 
Characteristics - 
Traffic Volume 

Level of Service (LOS): 
A standard measurement 
used by transportation 
officials which reflects the 
relative ease of traffic flow on 
a scale of A to F, with free-
flowing being rated LOS-A 
and congested conditions 
rated as LOS-F. 

Traffic volume counts are one method used to evaluate traffic 

levels. Daily traffic volumes on Route 140 in Boylston range 

from 13,000-18,000 vehicles per day near the Interstate 290 

ramps at the Shrewsbury Town Line to around 9,000 vehicles 

per day east of Route 70. These numbers were obtained 

through traffic count data collected by CMRPC from 2004 to 

2010. 

 

CMRPC’s Travel Demand Model was used to estimate the 

future traffic growth along the Route 140 corridor.  A healthy 

growth rate of approximately 0.8% per year along this 

corridor is expected. This growth would likely lead to an 

increase congestion and delay along the corridor. Access 

Management techniques should be considered as a way to 

minimize congestion and delay. 

 

According to the Route 140 Corridor Study, Level of Service 

(LOS) along the Route 140 study corridor ranges from C to F 

for the AM timeframe, and D to F for the PM timeframe. Level 

of Service rankings are explained in Table 1 below. 
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Level of Service Description
A Free flow with low volumes and high speeds.
B Reasonably free flow, but speeds beginning to be restricted by traffic conditions.
C In stable flow zone, but most drivers are restricted in the freedom to select their own speeds.
D Approaching unstable flow; drivers have little freedom to select their own speeds.
E Unstable flow; may be short stoppages.
F Unacceptable congestion; stop-and-go; forced flow.

Table I: Level of Service (LOS)



3.1 Safety Analysis 

One of the possible benefits of an effective local access management program is a reduction in crashes 

along a corridor. CMRPC staff analyzed crash data from 2007 to 2009, using accident reports provided 

by the Massachusetts Department of Transportation. Figure 4 on page 14 illustrates crash location and 

density along the corridor. 

Table 3, presented on the following page, provides crash analysis  of all 50 crashes that occurred 

between 2007 and 2009 on Route 140 in the study area. 

Between 2007 and 2009, a total of fifty (50) crashes occurred along Route 140 in the study area. 

Approximately fifty percent (50%) of the crashes along the Route 140 corridor occurred near access 

points outside of road intersections. This indicates that a significant amount of crashes along the 

corridor may be attributed to the number of driveways/curb cuts.  

Forty-four percent (44%) of crashes occur at an angle, which indicates that vehicles may have collided 

while attempting to make a left-hand turn into a parcel. Additionally, twenty percent (20%) of crashes 

are rear end in nature, this may be due to vehicles stopping for traffic entering and exiting parcels. 

As traffic increases along the Route 140 corridor, access management techniques would provide for 

safer travel. Table 2, below, from the Access Management Manual shows the correlation between total 

access points per mile and typical accident rates (Crashes per Million Vehicle Miles Travelled): 

12 

Total Access Points per Mile Crashes per Million Vehicle-Miles Traveled
≤ 20 2.9

20-40 5.1
40-60 6.8
≥ 60 8.2

Table II: Access Points and Representative Crash Rates



Route 140 Corridor Crash Analysis 
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Number Percentage Number Percentage
Total Number of Crashes 50 100% Weather Conditions

Clear 30 60%
Crash Severity Cloudy 7 14%
Property Damage Only 30 60% Fog/Smog/Smoke 2 4%
Fatal-Injury 0 0% Rain 4 8%
Non-Fatal Injury 17 34% Snow 3 6%
Not Reported 3 10% Sleet/Hail 3 6%
Unknown 0 0% Unknown 1 2%

Not Reported 0 0%
Manner of Crash
Angle 22 44% Month
Head-On 3 6% January 4 8%
Rear-End 10 20% February 4 8%
Sideswipe - Opposite Direction 2 4% March 6 12%
Sideswipe - Same Direction 2 4% April 3 6%
Single Vehicle 10 20% May 3 6%
Unknown 1 2% June 2 4%

July 3 6%
Number of Vehicles Involved August 2 4%
1 10 20% September 2 4%
2 39 78% October 8 16%
3 1 2% November 7 14%
4 0 0% December 6 12%

Road Conditions
Dry 30 60%
Ice 2 4%
Snow 4 8%
Wet 13 26%
Slush 0 0%
Other 0 0%
Not Reported 1 2%

Table III: Crash Data Analysis
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4.0 Access 
Management 

Recommendations for the 
Route 140 Study Area 

The Federal Highway Administration defines access 

management as “the systematic control of the location, 

spacing, design, and operation of driveways, median 

openings, interchanges, and street connections to a roadway. 

It also involves roadway design applications, such as median 

treatments and auxiliary lanes, and the appropriate spacing of 

traffic signals.” In practical terms, it means managing the 

number of driveways that a vehicle may encounter without 

hampering reasonable access to a property and removing 

slower, turning vehicles from the arterial as efficiently as 

possible. Access Management focuses on both short term and 

long term improvements. 

 

A safe and efficient transportation system is an important 

element of a local commercial area. Individual business 

owners sometimes express concern regarding the potential 

impact of access management requirements on commercial 

activity. However, studies conducted of businesses within 

areas where access management has been implemented 

show that improved access has virtually no adverse impact on 

business activity. 
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5.0 Access Improvement  - Suggestions for Route 140 

5.1: Overview 
• In the study area, fifty-nine (59) parcels have forty-one (41) access points adjacent to Route 140.  
• 32 (54%) parcels have no access to Route 140, 
• 18 (31%) parcels have one access point to Route 140, 
• 7 (12%) parcels have two access points to Route 140, 
• 1 (2%) parcel has four access points to Route 140, and 
• 1 (2%) parcel has five access points to Route 140 
• Of the 59 parcels with access to Route 140, 9 have multiple access points. Figure 5, on the 

following page, shows parcels that could potentially benefit from short term access management 
strategies. 

 
5.2: Possible Short-Term Access Improvement Policies 
• For parcels with two access points to Route 140: 
• If one of the driveways is wide enough to accommodate entering and exiting traffic, work with 

property owners to consolidate driveways 
• If the driveways are perceived to be used as an entrance and exit, work with property owners to 

provide clear and visible signage for entrance and exit drives. 
• For parcels with three or more access points to Route 140: 
• Work with the property owner to consolidate the driveways into two access points; one each for 

entrance and exit. These points should be clearly signed and marked. 
• Other Short Term Solutions: 
• Provide better visual cues at driveways 
• Driveway illumination 

16 
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5.3 Mid-Term Access Improvement 
• Mid-Term Access Improvement policies could apply to undeveloped or redeveloped parcels along 

the corridor. 
• Undeveloped Parcel Access Management: 

▫ Improving existing access during future roadway reconstruction 
▫ Establishing a local regulatory standard whereby existing properties must come into 

conformance with access management policies, when they redevelop or when a change in 
use occurs. 

▫ Prohibiting driveway access to Route 140 unless no other access to the site can be provided. 
▫ Requiring internal access roads for future residential/commercial subdivisions. 

• Redeveloped Parcel Access Management: 
The improvement to existing access points that might be incorporated into future redevelopment 
with cooperation from developers includes the following methods: 
▫ Access Consolidation- Consolidate adjacent access points into one location to reduce the 

number of conflict points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

▫ Access Elimination- Access to local properties through secondary roadways. 

18 



5.4 Long Term Access Improvement 
Long Term Access Management strategies would involve significant roadwork projects or 
reconstruction efforts. Due to the sparse nature of the current level of development, long-term access 
management strategies are provided for information purposes only.  
 
Left Turn Issues: 
Left turns increase vehicular conflicts as well as conflicts with pedestrians and bicyclists. These conflicts  
lead to increased collisions and delays, as well as complicate signal timing. The following points are 
indicative of these conflicts: 
• More than two-thirds of all access related collisions involve left-turning vehicles , and 
• Where left turns are made from a through lane, virtually all through vehicles in the shared lane are 

blocked by the left turning vehicles. 
• Therefore, the presence or absence of a median has a substantial impact on roadway operations 

and safety, as well as the availability of left turn access along a corridor.  
• Median treatments can be broken down in to three main categories: 

▫ Continuous Two-Way Left-Turn Lane (TWLTL) – a continuous lane located between opposing 
traffic streams that provides a refuge area for vehicles to complete left turns from both 
directions; 

▫ Traversable Median – a median that by its design does not physically discourage or prevent 
vehicles from entering upon or crossing over it, including painted medians (A traversable 
median does not provide positive control over left turns, it is not effective as an access 
management technique); 

▫ Non-Traversable Median – a physical barrier in the roadway that separates traffic traveling in 
opposite directions, such as a concrete barrier or landscaped island. 
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Use of a Non-Traversable Median 
A Non-Traversable median is more desirable than a two-way left-turn lane for the following situations: 
• All new multilane urban arterial roadways; 
• Existing multilane urban arterial roadways with ADT in excess of 24,000 to 28,000 vehicles per day, 

depending on local conditions; 
• Rural multilane roadways; 
• Bypass of an urban area; 
• Roadways where aesthetic considerations are a high priority; 
• Multilane roadways with a  high level of pedestrian activity; and 
• High crash locations or areas where it is desirable to limit left turns to improve safety. 
 
Use of a Two-way Left-Turn Lane 
Continuous tow-way left-turn lanes have been widely used to improve traffic flow on two-lane and 
four-lane undivided roadways, as well as some six-lane undivided roadways. Their application has been 
especially widespread on roadways in suburban areas with frequent access connections.  
A TWLTL offers the following benefits: 
• Roadways with a TWLTL are generally safer than undivided roadways, with average crash rates 

that are about 35% lower than those of undivided roadways; 
• A TWLTL increases capacity compared with undivided roadways; 
• A TWLTL reduces delay compared with undivided roadways. 
A TWLTL has the following drawbacks: 
• Does not provide the safety benefits of a Non-traversable median; 
• Potential for overlapping left turn movements; 
• TWLTLs accommodate, rather than discourage, strip development of major roadways, therefore, 

the use of a TWLTL on newly developing corridors is often accompanied by commercial strip 
development with frequent access points; 

• TWLTLs do not provide a safe refuge area for pedestrians crossing roadways, this results in a higher 
vehicular- 

Special Considerations 
• Lane width is commonly 14 ft (4.3 m); narrower lanes are use where pavement width is restricted. 

Excessively wide lanes can result in two vehicles operating, or stopping, side by side in the TWLTL. 
• Closely spaced, offset access connections on opposite sides of the roadway can result in 

overlapping maneuvers when left turns from both directions are made at the same time. 
• Conventional directional left-turn lanes are provided on approaches to signalized intersections. 
• pedestrian crash experience than with raised medians. 
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Table IV contains a comparison of types of mid-block left-turn 
treatments. 
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Comparison Nontraversable      Median TWLTL Undivided
Operational Effects 0

1. Reduced delay to major roadway traffic 4 4 0

2. Enhanced capacity 4 4 0

3. Reduced delay to major roadway left turns 4 4

4. Reduced delay to minor roadway left turns
a. Low-volume major roadway 9 4 0

b. High-volume major roadwaya
0 0 0

Safety Effects
1. Reduced vehicular crashes 4 9 0

2. Pedestrian refuge 4 0 0

3. Positive guidanceb
4 0 0

Other effects
1. Aesthetics 4 0 0

2. Snow Removal 0 4 4

3 Construction Costc
9 9 4

Note: 4 = most effective/preferable; 9 = somewhat effective/somewhat 
preferable; 0 = least effective/least desirable

a Very low capacity for direct left turns due to an absence of gaps in traffic on 
the major roadway. A non traversable median has a relatively high capacity for 
"left turns" that can be made by a right turn followed by a U-turn.
b Effective communication to motorist.

c NCHRP Project 3-49 concluded that the difference between a raised, curbed 
median and a TWLTL is negligible. Florida DOT reports a slightly lower cost for a 
"flush grass" median (excluive of landscaping) than for a TWLTL.

Table IV: Comparison of Types of Midblock Left--Turn Treatments (10)



5.4 Land Development and Access 

 
 
Access Management is difficult to accomplish through access permitting or roadway improvements 
alone. Once a parcel is developed, it can be very difficult to make access changes along a major road. 
State and regional agencies can influence the land development process for improved access 
management, but most land development and access management strategies are accomplished by 
local government through their planning and regulatory functions.  
A synopsis of Land Development and Access Management strategies that the Town of Boylston can 
consider follows: 
Zoning Ordinances: 
A zoning ordinance may include access management requirements that will apply throughout the 
community. This approach helps limit the creation of access problems when development or lot 
creation occurs in areas not addressed by the access management plan. Community-wide access 
management requirements usually deal with the following: 
• Driveway Spacing 
• Corner Clearance 
• Spacing related to Intersections 
• Driveway Offsets 
• Shared Access, Frontage Roads, Service Drives 
• Situations where traffic impact studies are required 
 
The zoning regulations will need to include options for applying the access management regulations to 
nonconforming sites or sites which, because of their characteristics, can not conform to the regulations. 
This might include allowing modifications by the Planning Board or variances by the Zoning Board of 
Appeals. 
Sample Policies: 
• Higher minimum lot frontage requirements on arterials; 
• Cluster Zoning may be used to create cluster or mixed-use development that will work with the 

natural features of a site while integrating land use, access, and circulation into a unified design 
• Corridor Overlay Zones may be used to add special requirements onto an existing zoning 

designation, while retaining the requirements of the underlying zone. They are a versatile method 
for managing access along high-priority corridors because they allow standards to be mixed and 
matched to fit the unique circumstances of a particular corridor. 
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Site Plan Approval or Development Reviews: 
Application of the access management standards can be accomplished through development reviews. 
When opportunities arise, usually through site plan review or subdivision of land, the recommended 
standards are applied. Opportunities to affect existing access include: 
• When a site is redeveloped; 
• When infill development occurs; 
• Where there is a change of use (e.g. residential to commercial); 
• Where a change of business occurs and the trips generated increases (i.e. medical office to 

shopping center); 
• When there is a significant expansion of use; and 
• During road reconstruction or improvement projects 
 
Sample Policies: 
• Properties under the same ownership, consolidated for development, or part of phased 

development plans shall be considered one property for the purposes of access management. 
Access points to such developments shall be the minimum necessary to provide reasonable access, 
and not the maximum available, for that property frontage; 

 
• Commercial activity centers with unified access and circulation systems shall be strongly 

encouraged on major roadways as an alternative to strip development with individual driveways. 
Retail streets shall be encouraged on minor arterial or major collector roadways, with shared 
parking and access. 
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Subdivision 
Regulations 
Many jurisdictions provide for a 
phased subdivision process that 
involves a pre-application 
process and conceptual review 
before a preliminary and final 
plan application. This allows 
planning and engineering staff 
to advise developers on access 
standards and issues before the 
developer has invested in a 
surveyor or engineer to prepare 
the plan. 

Access-related issues that could be addressed in the 
subdivision review process include the following: 
• Is the road system designed to meet the projected traffic 

demand, and does the road network consist of a 
hierarchy of roads designed according to function? 

• Are access roads properly placed in relation to sight 
distance, connection spacing, operation capacity and 
other related issues? 

• Do units front on and obtain direct access from 
residential streets instead of major roadways? 

• Does the site layout allow on-site vehicular circulation 
without having to use the peripheral road network? 

• Does the pedestrian and bicycle path system link 
buildings with parking areas, entrances to the 
development, open space, and recreational and other 
community facilities? 
 

Sample Policies: 
 
• Access to land development along major arterial 

roadways shall be preserved through the use of parallel 
roads, side streets, and cross access easements 
connecting adjacent developments; 

• Driveway connections shall not be permitted in the 
functional area of the intersections of arterial or major 
collector roadways; 

• New residential subdivisions shall include an internal 
street layout that connects to the streets of surrounding 
developments to accommodate travel between adjacent 
neighborhoods, without the need to use the major 
thoroughfare system; 

• Residential subdivisions on arterial roadways shall be 
designed so that street connections conform to access 
spacing standards for those roadways. Streets between 
those points shall be cul-de-sacs with pedestrian and 
bicycle connections to the arterial wherever feasible to 
preserve bicycle and pedestrian mobility.  
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6.0 - Access Management Best Practices 

6.1 Lot Frontage and Setback Requirements 

• Increase minimum lot size for corner lots to improve corner clearance 

Corner clearance is the distance from an intersection of a road to the nearest access connection. 

Ensuring an adequate lot size with appropriate corner clearance will protect the development 

potential and market value of corner properties while helping ensure that these properties while 

helping to ensure that these properties do not create access problems on surrounding roadways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Increase minimum lot frontage and setback requirement 

Establishing higher lot frontage and dimensional requirements on arterial roadways allows for 

greater spacing between driveways. When establishing setback requirements, consider roadway 

improvement needs and ensure the setback is sufficient to avoid structural encroachment within 

the pathway of planned future improvement. 
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Posted Speed (MPH) Lot Width (Feet)
≤ 30 225
35 275
40 330
45 385

≥ 50 450

Minimum Lot Frontage



• Driveway Guidelines 

Driveway Design Elements (Width & Radii) based on Driveway Classifications: 
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Driveway Classification Expected Trips

Low Volume
1-20 Trips/day
1-5 Trips/hour

Medium Volume
21-600 Trips/day
6-60 Trips/hour

High Volume
601-4,000 Trips/day
61-400 Trips/hour

Major Volume
> 4,000 Trips/day
> 400 Trips/hour

Driveway Class Driveway Width (feet) Minimum Radius Returns (feet)
Low Volume 10 -24 15

Medium Volume 24-36* 30 (40 Recommended)
High Volume 36** **

Major Volume ** **
* A 36ft. Driveway is ususally marked with two exit lanes of 11 ft. width, with the 
balance of 14 ft. used for a single, wide entry lane. A larger width will be required 

for a divided driveway design.

** Driveway widths and lane requirements are determined by a traffic study.



Throat Lengths: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Driveway Spacing: 
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Land Use Driveway Throat Length
Major entrance to a development with
4 or more total lanes in the driveway

≥ 300 ft., based on traffic 
engineering study

Regional Shopping Center 
(> 150,000 sq. ft.)

250 ft.

Community Shopping Center 
(100,000 - 150,000 sq. ft.)

150 ft.

Small Strip Shopping Center 50 ft.
Commercial Developments 

(Convenience Stores, Gas Stations)
30 ft.

Posted Speed Limit 
(mph)

Minimum Driveway Spacing (ft) on 
roadways with AADT ≥ 2000

Minimum Driveway Spacing (ft) on 
roadways with AADT ≤ 2000

30 160 75
35 220 125
40 275 175
45 325 225

≥ 50 400 275
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Endnotes 

• 1 Town of Boylston, Route 140 Corridor Plan, 2010 
• 2 Iowa State University Center for Transportation Research and Education, Access Management 

Frequently Asked Questions: 2, http://www.ctre.iastate.edu/research/access/tookit/2.pdf, 2006 
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